
R.V. “Mike” Ramsay Memorial Cemetery 
390 S 4th St W     Snowflake, AZ  85937 

 

RULES, SPECIFICATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS 

 
1. Grave sizes are 5’ x 12’. Cremation size is 2’ x 1’ x 2’ deep (unless notified in advance). There can be 

four cremations to 1 plot. Burial arrangements need to be made 48 hours before the service date. 
Thursday by 12p will be the latest to notify for Saturday, Sunday and Monday burials.  
 

2. Vaults are required.  No wood or cement vaults allowed. (Cremations do not require a vault). 

 
3. All new headstones must have a ground level cement foundation 4” thick that extends 4” beyond 

the base of the headstone on all four sides. For all headstones there is a Height Limit: 26”, Width 
limits: 48” single/100” double,  Depth limit: 18” The Town of Snowflake will not accept 
headstones (including the base) over the set limits and is NOT responsible for any expenses incurred 
for headstones that do not meet these requirements. Be sure to contact the Town of Snowflake 48 
hours before setting a headstone. 
 

4. Plot areas must be free from flowers, rocks, etc. All flower arrangements need to be at the headstone 
area. Occasional maintenance to remove discolored and/or damaged displays may occur.            
                                           

5. The Town of Snowflake and their agents are not responsible for any damages at the grave site to 
include:  headstones, trees, shrubs, and flower arrangements, etc. 
 

6. Grave sites may be sold back to the Town of Snowflake at $50 a plot. 
 
 

 

 

FEES AND CHARGES 
(*Fees to be paid upon use) 

                      Resident 
                                                 Single Grave                                      $200 
                                                 Perpetual Care                                  $400* 

          Opening & Closing                          $200*  - $300 Weekends 
                                                     Cremations                                    $75*  -   $100 Weekends 
                                                 
                                                 Disinterment                                      $1,000*  - Plus open/closing fee 
                                                                                                                    (Perpetual Care fee transfers) 
                              Non-Resident 
                                              Single Grave & Perpetual Care     $2,500 
                                                  Opening & Closing                         $200*  - $300 Weekends 
                                                         Cremations (New Grave)        $75*    - $100 Weekends 

 


